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If you’re at BETT this week, come over to Stand B240 to meet one of the Robs, Clive and a bunch of
impaled Jelly Babies.
So here’s a little change of pace after yesterday’s excitement. We’ve noticed a lot of artists working
Raspberry Pis into their installations; we’re still very proud that the new Tanks space at Tate Modern had a
couple of Pis driving one of their very first exhibits. It makes good sense; the Raspberry Pi’s a lot cheaper
and smaller, and a lot less power hungry than the laptops or PC towers that people used to use for this sort
of task.
Still in London, we discovered last week that this flotilla of paper boats, which doubles as an array of LEDs
and can be controlled by the mobile phones of passers-by, was being exhibited at Canary Wharf. There’s a
Raspberry Pi acting as a DHCP and web server as part of the control mechanism, and we find ourselves
surprisingly touched at finding a Pi in something so beautiful.

Voyage is an installation from Aether Hemera; you can read more about the setup at their website. I’m not
sure how long it’s there for (or even if it’s still in place; we were a little late finding out about this); have any of
you London readers had a chance to see it?

There are more pictures of Voyage at Design Boom; they’re well worth a look.
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Sandgrounder, 1 minute ago: Networking and servers • Networking a Model A Raspberry Pi
Does anyone know of a suitable wired network dongle which will work on a Raspberry Pi Model A running
Raspbian.please do not tell me about the Model B or wifi adapters
dasimpson, 2 minutes ago: What peripheral? • Re: Battery Power/Pack
items neededhttp://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/281057379475? ... 1423.l2649any laptop battery for the 18650 liion batterys many at £3.99 eg http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/310569245338? ... 1423.l2649if you wont
smaller with a little more grunt you can try these http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/170976268533? ...
1423.l2649one protection circuit this is to stop the…
ShiftPlusOne, 2 minutes ago: General programming discussion • Re: how to find out which rev
Davespice wrote::D What am I supposed to do if you're not reading my question, you're answering the
questions you think I am asking.Why didn't you just say so!?You can parse /proc/cpuinfo! (I'll look into it
and see if I can…
kimkara, 3 minutes ago: Ordering and shipping • Re: RS and Allied Update #6
I got my RPI (Order number 1010231816) in the post, upon further investigation it was not a RPI but a
RIP. Dead on arrival.I used the SD card from my old 256 mb with stock standard settings and the new…
Mortimer, 4 minutes ago: What peripheral? • Re: Battery Power/Pack
henry_blackie wrote:If you get a battery pack that's too big will it break the Pi? I've been looking at mobile

phone chargers and am not sure what size I should get.A bigger battery pack provided it supplies the
correct Voltage…
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asbradbury, 12 hours ago
If you're in Melbourne, come see me talk @Raspberry_Pi this evening. Details and sign up at
http://t.co/6vLfE5FK Cambridge, UK
teknoteacher, 16 hours ago
February is starting to look very 'Jam Packed' http://t.co/zF8hU7Sk Is there an event near you? //
@Raspberry_Pi Preston, Lancashire, UK
Raspberry_Pi, 19 hours ago
All the new Model As are being made in Wales - we're very proud to be able to silkscreen
#madeintheUK onto the PCBs! Cambridge, UK
Raspberry_Pi, 20 hours ago
In the UK, @cpc_tweet have a great deal on the Model A: enter WEBFREE at checkout. Free
shipping = £18.88 all in. http://t.co/GjXRsUgL Cambridge, UK
FRIENDS OF PI
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It’s on till Feb 15th!

http://www.canarywharf.com/visitus/Public–Art/Events/Winter-Lights/
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Cool.
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This is a better link of the tech details.

And for more info about the installation:
mccp.
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Pesky HTML markup failure!
mccp.
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http://www.aether-hemera.com/Blog/2012/12/19?
Id=Voyage__a_journey_into_imagination

I saw these the other day and didn’t have a clue what they were there for…now I
know!
simon.
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